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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we study interpolation problems for pairs of matrix functions of the extended 
Nevanlinna class using two different approaches, namely via the Krein-Langer theory of extensions 
of symmetric operators and via an adaptation of Dym’s method to solve interpolation problems 
by means of the de Branges theory of Hilbert spaces of analytic functions. We give a description 
of all solutions when the corresponding Pick matrix is nonnegative and has a nontrivial kernel. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [ABDS1,2] we studied the following interpolation problem for pairs of 
matrix functions in the extended Nevanlinna class. Given the data: 
1 
points wl, W2, . . . , w, E C \ I?, not necessarily distinct, 
(1.1) nonnegative integers rl, r2, . . . , r,, and 
two m x n matrix functions,%(I), L?(1), locally holomorphic on C\ IT?, 
with rows denoted by Xi(/), LZ’i(1) for 1 <irm, respectively, such that 
(1.2) DP(~i(l)~j(T)*-~i(l)~j(f)*)I,=,=O, 05plmin(ri,rj), if Wi' Wj, 
where IIf stands for the differential expression (l/~!)(d/dl)~, find necessary 
and sufficient conditions on the data (1.1) which ensure the existence of an 
ordered pair (&(I),&/)) of n x n matrix functions 40,&I) defined and 
locally holomorphic on C \ R, satisfying for all I E C \ I? 
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(1.3) 
1 
(nondegeneracy), 
M(i)*Jy(I) -Jv(f)*&(l) = 0 (symmetry), 
ImI.Im.M(/)*&(/)20 (nonnegativity), 
which solves the interpolation problem 
(1.4) (.7C~(f)~V(l))(~) j,=,,=(9i(l)J11(/))(‘) I,=w,, 1 lirm, Olpsr,, 
and determine the set of all solutions, when these conditions are met. For addi- 
tional information about this interpolation problem and a list of references, we 
refer to [ABDS1,2]. 
As in [ABDSl,2] we associate with the data (1.1) the following notation. We 
put r = Cy=, (r; + 1) and denote by 
V=(vi,)=(I&: vi,: ..: v,,: ..: I$(): ..: v,,,: ..: v,,: ..: V,,) 
and 
W=(w,)=(W,,: IV,,: ..: Iv,,: ..: wi,: ..: W&,: ..: w,,: ..: W,,) 
the n x r matrices in which 
v. = J- ,.q,.>* lP ( > p! 1 ’ ’ w. = A- g$$.)* ( > lP p! I l ’ 
and we let Z = (Z,?) be the Jordan matrix with Z,y = 0 if i #j and 
zy= r”:’ 
(- 
if p=q, 
if q=p+ 1, 
0, otherwise. 
Here and elsewhere in the sequel when we write X= (XF) we mean that X is 
an m x m block matrix X=(X,) whose i, j-th entry X0 is an (r;+ 1) x (rj+ 1) 
matrix with entries Xfq. Note that in these formulas here and below the in- 
dices i, j start with 1, Whereas the upper indices p, q start with 0. The Lyapunov 
equation associated with the data (Z, V, W) is the matrix equation 
(1.5) Ipz-z*Ip= v*w- w*v, 
in which Ip is the unknown rx r matrix. The condition (1.2) on the values 
icy’ and .9!p)(wj) when wi= wj are necessary and sufficient to ensure that 
this equation has a solution, see [ABDSl], Appendix. The hermitian solutions 
of (1.5) will be called Pick matrices. The Lyapunov equation and its Pick matrix 
solutions play important roles in the study of the interpolation problem as is 
clear from Theorem 1.1 below, which implies that a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the existence of a solution of the interpolation problem (1.4) is 
that the Lyapunov equation has a solution Ip>O. In one direction we can be 
more explicit and for this we associate with each ordered pair (&(l),&(I)) 
which satisfies (1.3) the normalized matrix functions .&I),&(I) defined by 
(1.6) &Q(I) =cM(l)(lCM(l)+uV(I)))‘, J(r) =Jv(r)(r&(r) +a(/))-1, 
and the r x r matrix Ip,>, = ((Ip,,,)?) with entries 
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(1.7) 
1 
(Ip&qy =DpqM;(l) + J&(l)) 
d(T) *A(K) - d&(i) *&;z) 
I-X 
(Ixj(A)+gj(A))* I[=w,,,i=w; 
Because of the symmetry condition in (1.3) the kernel 
&T)*&(X) - &(7)*&x) 
I-X 
has an analytic continuation simultaneously in I and 1 to the points I and 2 with 
I= 1 and hence formula (1.7) also makes sense for those indices i, j for which 
wi= “I* The following theorem is proved in [ABDS1,2]. For the definition of 
a Nevanlinna pair, as an equivalence class of ordered pairs satisfying (1.3), we 
refer to Section 2. 
THEOREM 1. i . (i) If the Nevanlinna pair (A(l),M(l)) is a solution of the in- 
terpolation problem (1.4) then the matrix fP.,e,~ is a nonnegative solution of 
the Lyapunov equation (1.5). (ii) Conversely, if the Lyapunov equation (1.5) 
has a nonnegative solution P, then the interpolation problem (1.4) has a SOIU- 
tion also. (iii) Zf lP>O and O(1) is the -i(ot L) inner rational 2n x 2n matrix 
function defined by 
(1.8) @((,=(:, T)+( ;)v-I)-wYw*: v*,pl h), 
then the relation 
(1.9) (;;;;) = @(I)( ;;::j 
establishes a one to one correspondence between all Nevanlinna pair solutions 
(A(i),Jz/(I)) of the interpolation problem (1.4) with theproperty that Pt,,-= P 
and all Nevanlinna pairs (d(f), B(I)). 
In this paper we relax the condition in (iii) of Theorem 1.1 that IP is invertible 
and discuss the following problem: Given the data (1.1) satisfying (1.2) and a 
nonnegative solution P of (1.5), determine all Nevanlinna pairs (&Z(l), J(1)) 
which solve the degenerate interpolation problem 
(Xi(I)Jy(l))(P) It=,,=(~i(l)A(l))‘P’ \I=~,, 1 lilm, 05p5ri, 
&7.,./V= p. 
We assume that P has a nontrivial kernel of dimension t> 0 and we put 
s= rank P = r - t. Then there exists a unitary r x r matrix U such that 
Pl of (1.10) lP=ulPu*= o; o; , ( ) 
where P, is an invertible positive s x s matrix and, for example, Of is the s x t 
zero matrix. We decompose V, W and 2 analogously and write: 
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where Z,, , Zi2, Z,, and Z,, are matrices of sizes sxs, sx t, t xs and t x t, 
respectively, and 
(1.12) P= V(/*=(V,: v-2) Fv= wu*=(w, : W,), 
where Vi, WI are n x s matrices and V,, W, are n x t matrices. Using the unitary 
transformation U we see that (1.5) is equivalent to lPZ--Z*lP= P*@- @*I? 
If we decompose this last equation we get the equations 
(1.13) lP,z,, -z;“,lP, = V;“W,- W;“V,, 
(1.14) P,Z,z= V,*W,- w;I$, 
(1.15) o= I$*w2- w2*1/2. 
Equation (1.13) shows that IP, satisfies the Lyapunov equation (1.5) with data 
(Z,,, Vi, WI) and (1.14) shows that Z,, can be expressed in terms of V, Wand 
Pi. Equation (1.15) expresses the fact that (V,, W,) is a symmetric pair, see 
Section 2. We shall use these equations in Sections 4 and 5. 
The central result for the interpolation problem (DI) is formulated in the 
following supplement of Theorem l.l(iii). 
THEOREM 1.2. Let O,(l) be the -i(fI L) inner rational 2n x 2n matrix func- 
tion defined by 
(1.16) a,(/)=(:, ;)+( ~)(Z,,-l)-‘P;l(W:: V;)(-9 ;). 
Then the relation 
(1.17) (z;;;) = %(I)( $;) 
establishes a one to one correspondence between all Nevanlinna pair solutions 
(A(l),Jy(l)) of the interpolation problem (DI) and all Nevanlinna pairs 
(d(l), B(l)) which satisfy 
(l-18) CW;“: v;‘)( -9 ;)( z;;;) = 0 for some (and hence for all) 1 E C\ I?. 
A simple calculation shows that the matrix function O,(I) in (1.16) satisfies 
(1.19) o,(l)Jo,(n)*=J-(1-X) 
( > 
7 (Z,,-I)-‘lP;‘(z,,-/I-*(w;“: VT), 
where the 2n x 2n matrix J= (O ’ _I o). Equation (1.19) implies that Oi is (-iJ)- 
inner and @,(1)J@,(T)* = J for 1 E lR\ (o(Z, 1) U a(Z:,)), where, for example, 
a(Z, i) is the set of eigenvalues of Z,i . Notice that only the matrix Zii appears 
in the description of all soutions of (DI) and that the matrices Zi2, Z,, and Z,, 
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do not play a role. This is due to the fact that the restriction (1.18) holds for 
all I E C \ IR, which implies that certain I-depending relations hold for all solu- 
tion pairs (&(l),Jy(I)) and for all 1~ C\ IR, in particular for the interpolation 
points. We prove in Section 2 that if a Nevanlinna pair (&‘(I), B(1)) satisfies 
(1.18) for some 1 E C \ IR, then the equality in (1.18) is valid for all 1 E C \ IR. This 
is a consequence of a maximum modulus principle for Nevanlinna pairs. This 
principle also implies the following result. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Either there exists a unique solution or there exist infinitely 
many solutions of the problem (DI). The first case occurs if and only if 
(1.20) 
in which case the solution is given by (1.17) where (&(I), B(l)) is the Nevanlinna 
pair determined by 
Results similar to Theorem 1.2 were also obtained by Nudelman, cf. [N]. His 
method of proof is based on the “Fundamental Matrix Inequality” approach 
of Potapov. A linear fractional parametrization of the set of all solutions of 
the degenerate Nehari-Takagi problem of the same form as the one in Theorem 
1.2 was given by Glover [G]. The degenerate case was also considered in Ball- 
Helton [BH], Ball [B] and Ball-Ran [BR] in the context of Nevanlinna-Pick or 
Nehari interpolation. Degenerate interpolation problems were also studied by 
Dym, cf. [Dy1,2]. He proved the existence of solutions via an approximation 
procedure, but did not give a complete parametrization of the set of all 
solutions. 
In this paper we prove Theorem 1.2 using two different methods. The first 
method is based on the Krein-Langer theory of extensions of symmetric 
operators, see [ABDSl], and the second method on the de Branges theory of 
Hilbert spaces of analytic functions, see [ABDS2]. That reproducing kernels 
can be used to solve interpolation problems was first shown by Dym in [Dyl,2]. 
In Section 2 we give the definition of a Nevanlinna pair and its representation 
in terms of selfadjoint relations. There we also present a maximum modulus 
principle for Nevanlinna pairs and prove Corollary 1.3. In [ABDSl] we gave 
a description of all I-resolvents of a symmetric relation S. Here, in Section 3, 
we describe all Q-resolvents of a symmetric relation T with SC T via the descrip- 
tion of all $-resolvents of S. In Sections 4 and 5, after briefly recalling the 
methods used in and the theorems of [ABDS1,2], we prove Theorem 1.2. 
In the sequel we shall occasionally make use of the following matrix notation. 
If F= (F,,) and G = (Gkj) are matrices with entries in some Hilbert space which 
have the same number of rows, we define the matrix inner product [F, G] to be 
the matrix whose i,j-th entry is [F, Glij = C, [F,;, Gki]. For example, if the 
elements of F, G are complex numbers then [F, G] = G*F and if they are in 
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L2(a, b) then [E G] = 1,” G(t)*F(t)dt. Note that [F, G]* = [G,F] and that if A, B 
are scalar matrices such that FA and GB are well defined then [F’, GB] = 
B*[F, GM. If F and G are matrices with the same number of rows we denote 
by (F: G) the matrix obtained from F and G by placing G at the right hand side 
of F. We already used this notation in the definition of the matrices V and W 
associated with the data of the interpolation problem. 
If .!$ is a Hilbert space with inner product [a, .I, we denote by .$j2 the or- 
thogonal direct sum of Q with itself and we put 
Then (-i/2)(., . > is an indefinite inner product on Q2 with the same number 
of positive and negative squares. Recall that T is a linear relation in 4 if T is 
a linear manifold of Q2 and that the adjoint T* of T is given by 
T*={{h,k}~$~] <{J;g>,{h,k})=O for all (f,g}ET}, 
i.e., T* is the orthogonal complement of Tin Q2 with respect to the indefinite 
inner product. We denote by v(T) the null space or kernel of T. A linear rela- 
tion T in @ is called dissipative if Im[g,f] = (-i/2)({f,g}, (f,g}> 20 for all 
{f, g} E T and maximal dissipative if T is dissipative and not properly contained 
in another dissipative linear relation in ,Q,, cf. [DS]. It is called symmetric if 
TC T* and selfadjoint if T= T*. If T is a symmetric relation then the numbers 
dim v(T* - I), dim v(T* - i) are independent of 1 E C+ and they are called the 
defect numbers of T. In case they are equal we denote their common value by 
def T. We denote by L(Q) the set of all bounded linear operators from 4 into itself. 
o We fix the matrix J by J= (_I o ‘) and call a 2n x 2n matrix U J-unitary if 
UJU* = J. If d is a matrix function defined on some open set Q C UZ we denote 
by d# the function d’(f) =A([)*. If d is a square matrix function we say 
that & is invertible there if det d(l) f 0 on each component of Q. 
Finally, I thank Daniel Alpay, Aad Dijksma and Henk de Snoo for their 
help, support and useful remarks. 
2. NEVANLINNA PAIRS 
In this section we discuss some properties of Nevanlinna pairs which we need 
in the following sections and we prove Corollary 1.3, after the statement of 
Theorem 2.3. For more information about the following definition of a 
Nevanlinna pair, see [ABDSl]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A family of closed linear relations 3(i) in a Hilbert space 4, 
defined for I E C \ R, is called a Nevanlinna pair if S(I) can be written in the 
form 
(2.1) ~(O={W(UJl/(OfI IfQI9 lEC\R 
where A(1) and &(I) are functions defined and 1ocaIly meromorphic on C \ IR 
with values in L(Q), which satisfy the following requirements: 
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(2.2) 
(M(l) + l&(l)))’ E L(Q) on C\ R (nondegeneracy), 
&(T)*&(l) -&(T)*&(l) = 0 on a=\ R (symmetry), 
the kernel K,,,,,,(l,A)= 
&(Jt)*JV(l) - J(n)*Jtz(l) 
1-I 
ts nonnegative on C\ R. 
If g(l) is a Nevanlinna pair of the above form, we say that it is determined by 
the ordered pair (&(I), Y(l)) and instead of writing the equality (2.1) we fre- 
quently use the shorthand notation g(l) = (&(I), a(l)). We denote the class of 
all Nevanlinna pairs by N(Q) and call it the extended Nevanlinna class. 
A family of linear relations g(I) defined for IE QC C is called maximal 
dissipative if (Im l)g(l) is maximal dissipative for all 1 E Q\ R. We see that the 
third condition in (2.2) implies that a Nevanlinna pair is dissipative, the first 
condition implies that it is maximal dissipative and the second one implies that 
s(i) = g(I)*. If @ = C” then the conditions in (2.2) on a pair of matrix func- 
tions (&(I), d(l)) are equivalent to the conditions (1.3). This was proved in 
[ABDSl], Theorem 1.5. Two ordered pairs (&,(l),Jv,(I)) and (&l(l),Jyz(l)) 
satisfying (2.2) determine the same Nevanlinna pair if and only if there exists 
a locally meromorphic invertible function G(I) on C \ R, such that &,(I)G(/) = 
AZ(,) and Jv,(/)G(/) = &(/) on C\ R. Clearly, this condition defines an equi- 
valence relation between ordered pairs (&Z(l), J(l)) of functions A(/) and J(I) 
satisfying (2.2) of Definition 2.1 and N(Q) can be seen as the set of all equi- 
valence classes. If @=C” we write N”= N(C”). In [ABDSl] we proved the 
following characterization of Nevanlinna pairs. 
THEOREM 2.2. For each Nevanlinna pair g(l) in a Hilbert space .Q there exist 
a Hilbert space R, a selfadjoint relation A in R and a linear mapping Z : $j - R 
with Z*Z= Z such that g(l) = (&(I), M(l)) with 
(2.3) &z(l) = -Z*(A - l))‘Z and a(l) =Z*(Z+ l(A - I)-‘)Z. 
The selfadjoint relation A can be chosen Z minimal, i.e., such that for some 
uEC\R 
P=c.l.s.{(Z+(l-,u)(A-I)-‘)Zh /he@, l~q(A)}, 
in which case it is uniquely determined by g(l) E N(Q) up to isomorphisms. 
Conversely, if g(l) is given by (2.1) and (&(l),~V(l)) by (2.3), for some self- 
adjoint relation A in a Hilbert space $7 and some linear mapping Zfrom $I to 
$ with Z *Z= I, then 9(l) is a Nevanlinna pair. 
For two n xp matrices K and L, we define the linear relation TK,,L in C” by 
(2.4) Tk,,={{Kx,Lx) Ix&‘). 
It is easy to see that dim T,, = rank(f). Here the dimension of a linear rela- 
tion in ,Q is its dimension as a linear submanifold of Q*. We call a pair (K, L) 
of such matrices dissipative, maximal dissipative, symmetric or selfadjoint if 
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the linear relation TK,,L has this property. Clearly, (K,L) is dissipative if and 
only if Im K*L L 0 and it is symmetric if and only if K*L - L*K = 0. If T, L is 
symmetric then it has equal defect numbers, since its Cayley transform is an iso- 
metry in a finite dimensional space, and def TK,, = n - rank(f). Hence, if TK, L 
is symmetric, then dim T K,L I n and it is selfadjoint if and only if dim TK,,L = n. 
A similar result holds if TK,,L is dissipative. Then dim TK,, I n and it is max- 
imal dissipative if and only if dim TK, L = n. This holds since in C2n with the in- 
definite inner product (-i/2)( *, - > a nonnegative subspace (read T,,,,) has at 
most dimension n, and a maximal nonnegative subspace has dimension n. 
THEOREM 2.3. (i) Let S be a symmetric relation and let 27(I) be a Nevanlinna 
pair in a Hilbert space. If SC g(I) f or one 1 E Q= \ R, then the inclusion holds for 
ail 1 E C \ R. (ii) In particular, let (d(l), s(l)) E N” and let (K, L) be a sym- 
metric pair of n xp matrices. If for one 1 E C \ IR 
(2.5) (K*:L’)(fI ;)($;)=O, 
then the equality holds for all 1 E C \ R. 
PROOF. (i) Assume that SC 5(10) for some 1, E UZ \ R and consider 1 E c \ fR with 
l# 10. Then by Definition 2.1 we have for {f, g} E S and {h, k} E g(l), that the 
2x2 matrix 
(Ltd>{f,d) ({_Af;gl, {h,kl) 
lo - r, lo- 7 
({h,k}, {f,g}) <{h,k)>{h,k)) 
l-T, 1-T 
is nonnegative and hence its determinant is nonnegative. Since S is symmetric 
the upper left corner is zero. These two facts imply that the upper right corner 
is zero, and hence ({f,g},{h,k})=O. This gives that {f,g}ET(l)*=,F(T) for 
all 1 E a=\ R, I# io. Hence SC g(l) for all 1 E UZ\ R. Part (ii) follows from part (i) 
by letting @=C” and S= TK,,L. n 
In [ABDS1,2] it was shown that the Cayley transform of a Nevanlinna pair 
is a contraction. For contractions we have the well known maximum modulus 
principle which states that if S(1) is a contraction and ilS(l)jll = /If II for some 
I E C+, then S(\y is constant for all 1 E C+, cf. [Dyl]. Theorem 2.3 could also 
be proved by using this principle and the Cayley transform. Here we have given 
a more direct proof. We refer to Theorem 2.3 as the maximum modulus princi- 
ple for Nevanlinna pairs. 
PROOFOFCOROLLARY 1.3. By (1.15) the pair (V,, W,) is symmetric and hence 
rank =dim TV,, w,ln. 
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The equalities in (1.18) can be written as 
TV,, w,C T(I) = 640, a(0). 
Since g(1) is maximal dissipative we have that dim g(I) = n. It follows that if 
(1.20) is valid there exists only one Nevanlinna pair g(I) that satisfies (1.18), 
namely g(I) = TV,, w,. If (1.20) does not hold then TV,, w, is symmetric in C 2n 
with equal defect numbers > 0 and there exist infinitely many Nevanlinna pairs 
g(I) satisfying (1.18); in particular, all canonical selfadjoint extensions T of 
T v,, wz in C 2n have this property. n 
3. RESOLVENTMATRICES 
In this section we describe all Q-resolvents of a given symmetric relation. We 
first give the definition of an Cresolvent. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let S be a closed symmetric relation in a Hilbert space 4 
and let $! be a subspace of 4. Furthermore, let @ be a Hilbert space and assume 
that there exists a bounded and boundedly invertible linear mapping G : (3 + ‘if. 
A family of operators Q(1) E L(B), 1 E C \ R is called an Sresolvent of S, if there 
exists a selfadjoint extension A of S in a possibly larger Hilbert space 9 such 
that Q(1) = G*(A - l))‘G, 1 E C\ R, where G is considered as a mapping from 
@ to 9. 
The fact that these operator functions are called Cresolvents, whereas they 
also depend on the mapping G may look strange, but since G is invertible G 
may be replaced by a different invertible mapping without essentially changing 
the structure of the set of $?-resolvents. If we take I = @ = $5 and set G = I, the 
identity on 4, then the collection of all Q-resolvents of S coincides with the set 
of all generalized resolvents P@(A - 1))’ 1 4 of S. In [ABDSl] we gave, via a so- 
called resolvent matrix, a description of all P-resolvents of a given S for the case 
that S has equal defect numbers, def S = n, say, @ = C” and 8 is a module space 
for S. The latter means that 4 = %(S - I) + Q, direct sum, for all 1 E C \ R outside 
an atmost discrete set. 
In the remainder of this section we assume that S is a closed symmetric rela- 
tion in a Hilbert space ,$ with equal defect numbers, def S= n >0 and with 
module space Q. Furthermore, we assume that G is an invertible linear mapping 
from C” to 8. For the following definition and theorem see [ABDSl]. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let W(1) be a matrix function of the form 
( W l(l) w(o= W,,(I) Wl,(O > W,,(l) ’ 
where W,,(l) are n x n matrix functions defined on some open subset Q of C. 
It is called an Sresolvent matrix of S if it has the following properties: 
1. W(1) is locahy holomorphic on G. 
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2. W~,(f)J9(1)+ W~,(l)~%‘(f) is invertible for each IEL! and for each 
(d(f), B(f)) EN”. 
3. The formula 
(3.1) G”(A - f)FG = (w,l(ofw) + W,,(f)~(I))(w,,(1)~3(1) + w22a40-’ 
establishes a one to one correspondence between allpairs (d(f), B(1)) E N” 
and all C-resolvents of S. 
Before we present Theorem 3.3 we give some definitions and fix some nota- 
tion. We choose a canonical selfadjoint extension A, of S and denote its resol- 
vent by R,(I) = (A,- I)-‘. Such extensions exist since S has equal defect 
numbers. For a fixed point p EC\R we let &: C” -+ v(S*-,i~) be an invertible 
linear mapping and define r,(l) to be 
q,/(f) = (I+ (f-jCi)R,(f))T,. 
Finally we let Q(1) be defined, up to a selfadjoint constant matrix, via 
Q(l) - Q(A)* 
1-X 
= T,(A)*T,(f). 
Then the Krein-Langer formula 
R(I) = R,(I) -r,(f)&(f)(Q(f)&‘(f) + B(f))-‘I$)* 
gives a one to one correspondence between all generalized resolvents 
(3.2) R(I)=&&4 -I)-’ I4 
of S and all pairs (&(/),&?a(/)) in N”. From this one immediately gets the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. The 2n x 2n function 
(3.3) w,(f) = 
( 
G*R,(f)G(T,(T)*G)-’ G*&(f)G(r,(f)*G)-‘Q(f)-G*G(f) 
(&(f)*G)-’ V#)*W’Q(l) > 
is an P-resolvent matrix for S. Moreover, if /I(l) is a locally holomorphic scalar 
function on C\ R and M is a constant J-unitary matrix, then 
(3.4) W(1) =P(f) W,(f)M 
is also an I-resolvent matrix, and, conversely, every Cresolvent matrix W(1) is 
of this form. 
Concerning the last statement in this theorem we refer to [LT, Theorem 3.41, 
see also the remarks in [ABDSl] after Definitions 2.1 and 2.4. 
Let T be a symmetric extension of S, i.e., SC TC T*c@~. Then every $- 
resolvent of T is one of S, but not every I?-resolvent of S is one of T. We want 
to characterize all !i!-resolvents of S which are I-resolvents of T, that is, we want 
to find necessary and sufficient conditions on the pair (.&(I), Z@(l)) such that the 
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selfadjoint relation A corresponding to (d(f), B(l)) via (3.1) is an extension of T. 
The solution is given in the following theorem, which will be used in Section 4. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let T be a closed symmetric extension of S in .Q with def T= 
kin and let W(I) be an Cresolvent matrix for S written as in (3.4), where 
W,(l) is given by (3.3). Then (3.1) establishes a one to one correspondence be- 
tween all I!-resoivents of T and all Nevanlinna pairs (d(I), B(1)) which satisfy 
the supplementary condition 
(3.5) [ MO:Z)M( $;), %(T-p)] =O. 
Zf we decompose T as T= S + Z, direct sum in Q2, the conditions (3.5) reduce 
to the n - k linearly independent conditions 
(3.6) [G(O:L)M( ;;;;), P(Z-u)] =O. 
PROOF. We assume that T is a nontrivial extension of S and write T= S + Z, 
direct sum in !Q2. Then q = n -k> 0 and Z is a symmetric relation in 4 of 
dimension q. We fix a basis for Z such that Z = {{of, sf } 1 f E C4} with 1 X q 
matrices (T and 7 with entries in 4. All Fresolvents of S are described by (3. l), 
where A is a selfadjoint extension of S. The selfadjoint relation A is an exten- 
sion of T if and only if it is an extension of both S and Z. Thus, the question 
is: when is Z contained in A? If we define T(I) by 
T(I)=((R(fXf,(Z+IR(l))f) IfQl, 
where R(I) is given by (3.2), we see that ZCA if and only if ZC T(I) for all 
1 E C \ R, in other words, if and only if (T(I), Z) = 0 for all 1 E c \ IF. We define 
G(l) by 
G(f) = (Q(&eI(/) + B(f))-‘I$)*. 
The following identities are straightforward. 
(T(I),Z)=({R(f),Z+IR(I)),(a,r}) 
= ({h,(O - ~,(Od(W(O, I+ &,U) - ~~~(W(W(~)}, {0,75) > 
= ({Jw), I+ &(O}, {s 7>> 
- ({~p(h4W(0, ~~p(04W(O}, {~7>> 
= [T,(l)d(l)G(I), 7 - To] 
= [d(I)G(I), ~(I)*(s - To)] 
= WV), GY7 - /~o)lG(t) 
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Hence (3.1) is an Q-resolvent of T if and only if [&&I),%(Z-p)] =O, which 
is valid if and only if [T&(f), ‘%(T-p)] = 0, since &*%(S-p) = (0). 
The statement of the theorem for a general resolvent matrix IV(,) follows 
from equation (3.4). n 
4. INTERPOLATION VIA RESOLVENT MATRICES 
Throughout this section we shall use the following notations: U? stands for 
the k dimensional complex linear space provided with the usual inner product 
(2.4, u)k= u*u, U, 0 E Ck. We put r= CT=, (Ti+ 1) as before and fix a basis 
{E&=1,2 )..., m,p=O,l,..., ri} for C, which is orthonormal with respect to 
this inner product, i.e., satisfies (Eip, E,~)~ = S,S,, . Then every u E C’ can be 
written as 24 = C Uip&ip, where UipE C and the sum is taken over all indices 
i= 1,2, . ..) m, p=O, l,..., Ti. We begin by considering an arbitrary hermitian 
nonnegative TX r matrix P = (PF). We put Sj = $5, @,&, where 8, = Cr is 
equipped with the nonnegative inner product defined by 
(4.1) (PU, U), = C 0;~ PFUjq 3 
Q2 = C” with the usual inner product and @ stands for the orthogonal sum. 
We write an element in 4, x, say, as x = (zi) with Xj E ~j and denote the inner 
product on $5 by [e, .I, so that 
In this paper we consider the degenerate case. Thus we assume that P is non- 
negative and dim(v( P)) = t > 0. Then the space (Q, [a, . I> is degenerated and in 
order to get a Hilbert space we adapt the definition of @ in the following man- 
ner. We replace Sji by its quotient space 6, = @i/No, the elements of which are 
the usual equivalence classes 6 = u + N,, where N, = (U E C’ 1 (IPu, u), = 0} , and 
provide it with the quotient space inner product. The orthogonal sum $i 0 .!Yj2 
will still be denoted by 4 and the inner product on 4, which now is positive 
definite again, by [. , . ] as before. We define the mapping G: C” --t $5 by 
Gf = ( y). From the equalities 
it follows that G*E^,=O and G*(fi)=x,, so that G*G=Z on C”. In .$j we 
define the linear relation S by 
The linear relation S is symmetric if and only if P satisfies the Lyapunov equa- 
tion (1.5) with data (Z, V, IV). If P>O, then the relation S is an operator, the 
defect numbers of S are equal and def S = n. If I’? 2 0, S may be multivalued and 
the defect numbers of S may be less than n, as the following example shows. 
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EXAMPLE. Consider the interpolation problem in N2: 
(1 :O)Jz/(i)=(i:O)A(i), 
(1 : O)Jy(2i) = (2i : O)d(2i). 
Then the matrices Z, V and W are given by 
Z=(-&’ _:i>, v=(:, i) and I+‘= [ii -t’) 
and the Lyapunov equation (1.5) with data (Z, V, W) has the unique solution 
P = (; ;). The space $j may be identified with C3 provided with the usual inner 
product and then the relation S can be written as 
Hence its multivalued part is given by 
and the defect numbers of S are both equal to one. 
The following description of all solutions of the problem (DI) was given in 
[ABDSI], Theorem 3.3. 
THEOREM 4.1. (i) For each selfadjoint extension A of the symmetric relation 
S in a possibly larger Hilbert space the pair (&(I),Jz/(I)) defined by 
(4.3) A(l) = -G*(A - I)-‘G, fi(l)=I+lG*(A-I)-‘G 
belongs to the class N” and is a solution of the interpolation problem (DI). 
(ii) Conversely, associated with each solution (&(I), ./V(l)) E N” of the inter- 
polation problem (DI), there exists a unique (up to isomorphisms) minimal self- 
adjoint Hilbert space extension A of the symmetric relation S, which has the 
property that (A(l),&(I)) can be represented as 
(4.4) (&(l),Jv(I)) = (-G*(A - I)-‘G,I+ IG*(A - I)-‘G). 
In the following lemma we use the decomposed forms (1 .lO), (1.11) and 
(1.12) of P, Z, Vand W. 
LEMMA 4.2. Denote by PO the projection from c;’ onto Cs given by 
Then the mapping 0 defined by 
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is a unitary mapping from 4 to $j = 6, @C”, where 6, is CS provided with the 
Ip, inner product, i.e. [x, y]s, = (Ip,x, y),. Under this mapping the symmetric 
relation S in $j is unitarily equivalent o the symmetric relation 
in 6. The relation s^ can be written as s= S, + S,, direct sum in Q2, where S, 
and S2 are the symmetric relations in 6 given by 
PROOF. It is easy to see that 0 is a unitary mapping from $j onto 6. If we 
take u= U*v in the definition of S we see that 
This shows that S and s’are unitarily equivalent. Let O= Pow, then vu= Viu, 
@u = IV, o, Pou = o and Popu = Z,, o, which gives the formula for Si. Similarly, 
with u = (I- Po)w, we get the formula for S2. It follows from (1.13) and (1.15) 
respectively, that Si and S2 are symmetric. W 
LEMMA 4.3. The defect numbers of S, are both equal to n and 
is a module space for S,. Furthermore, if 0, is given by (1.16), then for the & 
resolvent matrix W,(I), for S,, given by (3.3), we have 
(4.5) W,(Z) W,(W’ = 
( > 
7 ;Z o,(Z)@,(n)-’ fz t, 
( > 
for those I and A EC for which both sides of the equation are defined. 
PROOF. The proofs of the first two statements are easy and left to the reader. 
For the proof of the last statement we use [ABDSI], formula (3.17) which in 
the present notation reads: 
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I z ( > _z * w,(O 
= [Z++i)( ;) (Z,, - I)-‘lFy’(z,, -A)-*(- v;” : WT) 
I( > “, t, WIG). 
The calcuIations in [ABDSI] were carried out for the case that .Zri was a 
Jordan matrix like Z, but it can easily be seen that they are also valid for ar- 
bitrary Z,, . It follows from (1.19) that 
o,(l)@,(x)-’ = z+ (/-X) 
( > 
7 (Z,,-I)-‘Ipr’(z,*--x)_‘(W~: I/,*)J, 
and combining these two formulas we obtain the desired formula. n 
FIRST PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. By Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 we may apply 
Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 with S = Si , Z = Sz, T= sand I = ‘8(G). Let W(f) be any 
I-resolvent matrix of S, and write it as in (3.4) with W,(1) given by (3.3). 
Theorem 4.1 implies that a pair (A(f), Jv(/)) E N” is a solution of the problem 
(DI) if and only if it has a representation (4.3), i.e., 
(;;;;)z(!z ;)(C’(AJI)PIG), 
in which A is a selfadjoint extension of 9. Using Theorem 3.4 we find that 
(&(/),A(/)) E N” is a solution of (DI) if and only if 
for some (d(l), B(1)) EN” satisfying 
Now we take W(l) in (3.4) such that W(I) = W,(I)M in which A4 is the J-uni- 
tary matrix 
0 -z 
M= W,(a)-’ z a ( > @l(Q) 
where a is chosen in mne(Ao)nes(~)ne(Z,,). For the definition of es(P) we 
refer to [ABDSl], Section 2, here it is sufficient to know that C\Q@) is a 
finite set. 
From (4.5) we obtain that 
W)=(!, ;)wo(oM=(~z ;)w(I), 
and hence (&(l),Jy(f))~ N” is a solution of (DI) if and only if it is of the 
form (1.17) in which (d(l), B(1)) E N” satisfies 
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or, equivalently, 
We claim that 
(4.6) @(a)*( _9 
from which it follows that (d(l), &(I)) E N” is a solution of (DI) if and only 
if it is of the form (1.17) in which (&(I), B(I)) E N” satisfies 
So, to finish the proof of the theorem, we only have to prove the claim. From 
(3.3) and W,(a)- * = -JWo(a)J it follows that 
K(a)-* (T) = (G*~~f)G)(W)*W1. 
So far in the calculations A0 is an arbitrary canonical extension of Sr . Now we 
specialize in the sense that we take A,, to be a selfadjoint extension of s so that 
(s- a)-’ c (A,, - a)-’ =&(a). Then 
I( 0 >( -(ZI I - a)-‘-% W,+a~,-(Wl+aV,>(Z1,-a)-‘Zl, ’ V,(Z,,-a)-‘Z,,-V2 >I E R0(4, 
which implies 
(4.7) G*Ro(a)G(W,+a1/2-(W,+aV,)(Z,,-a)~’Z,2)=V,(Z,,-a)-1Z,,-I/, 
and 
(Z+(a-~)Ro(a))G(W2+a1/2-(W~+a~)(Z11-a)-’Z12) 
-(a-,u)(zlt -a)-‘-& 
W,+PV,-(Wt +pur)(Ztr -a)-% > 
The last summand is contained in 9?(S, -p) = v(S: -p)’ C v(ro*) which implies 
that To* applied to the last term is equal to zero. Therefore, since rp(a)*= 
&*(I+ (a -pM0(aN, we get 
rc( ,“:: v,) 
= (rfi(a)*G)( W, + aV, - (W, + aV,)(ZII - a)-‘Z,,), 
which implies that 
(TD(a)*G)-‘r$ ( w*:‘:,) = W2+aV2-(Wl+aVI)(Z,,-a)-1Z12. 
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From this equality and (4.7) we obtain 
-(W2+aV,)+(W,+aVI)(Z11-a)-1Z,z 
~,(ZII - a)-‘Z,, - V, 
= 
>( 
Using (1.16) with I=a, (1.13) and (1.14) we get (4.6). n 
5. INTERPOLATION VIA REPRODUCING KERNELS 
In this section we solve the interpolation problem (DI) using reproducing 
kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHS). For the definition of these spaces we refer to 
[Dyl]. We recall that if the kernel of a RKHS is holomorphic on its domain 
of definition, then so are the elements of the space, see [ABDS2], Proposition 
1.1. In this paper we use two special RKHS. With a Nevanlinna pair (Ml), J(l)) 
we associate the space V(&, Jv) with reproducing kernel 
&#(I)JV(X) - JV#(&?V(X) 
1-X 
If O(I) is a J-inner function, we denote by B(O) the RKHS with reproducing 
kernel 
J- o(r)Jo(n)* 
1-X . 
We call a space !X of vector functions defined on some set %r C d2 resolvent in- 
variant if for all cz E %, and all F(I) E ‘%! the function 
F(f) -F(a) 
l-a 
is an element of %. We define the mapping r = r&,3 on % by 
(5.1) (TF)(/) = (JV#@) : dtv#(~))JF(l), FEY?. 
The following result goes back to de Branges-Rovnyak [dBR] (see [ABDS2]). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let O(I) be an (-iJ) inner 2n x2n matrix function and let 
(A(QJv(I)) E N”. Then t A,A maps Q(O) into I(&, Jy) and is a contraction if 
and only if (1.9) holds for some pair (d(l), B(i)) E N”. 
Using the data of the interpolation problem (DI) we define the rational 2n x r 
matrix function g(,) by 
S(l)= ; ( > (z-I)-‘, 
and denote the linear span of the columns of g(j) by (M. Thus 
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and LJJ is a finite dimensional, resolvent invariant space of rational functions. 
The following theorem provides a test for a pair (A(l),J(I)) to be a solution 
of (1.4). For a proof see [ABDS2]. We refer to the Introduction, formula (1.7), 
for the definition of the TX r matrix fP,,, appearing in the second part of the 
theorem. 
THEOREM 5.2. (i) The Nevanlinnapair (A(l),Jy(l)) is a solution of the inter- 
polation problem (1.4) if and oniy if the mapping r takes %V into I!(&, JV). 
(ii) If the Nevanlinna pair (A(l),&(l)) is a solution of the interpolation prob- 
lem (1.4), then 
To get a description of all solutions of the problem (DI) we define the rational 
matrix function @i(l) by 
@,(I) = w, ( i v, G, -w’9 
and denote the linear span of the columns of si(1) by 1732,. Thus 
YJl,= 
and 9X, too is 
tions. 
LEMMA 5.3. 
PROOF. It is .~ 
w, K > v~ (Z,,-l)-‘c I I CEF 
a finite dimensional, resolvent invariant space of rational func- 
The r columns of Sl(l) form a basis of !JJ?,. 
not difficult to see that the lemma holds if and only if the pair 
(( z ), Zi i) is observable. By the Hautus test for observability, see [K], Theorem 
2.4-8, this pair is observable if and only if 
z11-w 
(5.2) v w, 
: 1 
={0} for all WEC. 
V 
Thus it suffices to show that (5.2) is valid. Fix WEC, denote the lefthand side 
of (5.2) by Y and let ye Y. Then (1.13) shows that 
y*P,Z,,y -Y*Z;plY =y*VW,Y -y*w,*l/,y, 
and hence y*lP, y(w - in) = 0. Since Ipi > 0, either y = 0 or w E IF?. Assume w E R. 
It follows from (1.13) that 
y*P,(Z,i - VV)x=O for all xfz C?, 
which implies that (w - Z,*,)P, y = 0. Finally, from (1.14) we get that ZTzlp, y = 0. 
These last two equalities imply that 
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( > y EV(Z*-w)=(O), 
since WE R and o(Z) = a(Z)cC\ R. Again since P, >0, we have that y = 0. 
Hence Y= {0}, which is what we had to prove. n 
From Lemma 5.3 and [ABDS2], Theorem 2.2, we get the following result. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let the space YJI, be endowed with an inner product [. , -1 
such that P, is the Gram matrix associated with S,(I), i.e., P, = [g,, S,]. Then 
9.X, =$j(O,), where the (iJ) inner function O,(I) is given by (1.16). 
The formula 
J- o,(f)Jo,(n)* 
1-X 
=q(1)P;‘&(A)*, 
which follows directly from (1.19), connects the elements of the space ‘!IJ?t and 
the matrix functions Ot. 
SECOND PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. We begin with some preliminary formulas. 
First we note that (Z-I))’ is equal to 
( 
(Z,t -I)-’ + (Z,, - I))‘Z,,d(l)Z2,(Z,, -I))’ -(Zt, -I))‘Z,,d(I) 
-4oz,,(z,, -w > A([) ’ 
where A(/) = ((Z,, - I))’ - Z,,(Z,, - I)-‘Z,,))‘. Next we observe that 
see (l.lO), (1.11) and (1.12), and if we put 
@-f-J(f) = ( > 7 (Z-I)-‘, 
then @‘e(l) =@‘(,)U. Finally, if (.MCIj &‘)) = 0,(1)( $,‘) for some Nevanlinna pair 
(d(I), %(I)), then 
I 
T&)(l) = (B’#(l) : &P(l))J g 
(5.3) 
( > ;; (Z- I)-’ 
+ (SP(1) : &(l))J 
( > 
; P,‘(Z,* - I)-%,(I: 0) 
and 
(5.4) T$,([) = (e%?*(l) : d#(!))J 
( > 
7 p,‘(z,* - l)-‘iP,. 
These equalities follow from (1.13), (1.14) and 
(a#(/) : dl#(I)).W;(l) = (ZB*(l) : d#(f))@,#(I)JSi(l), i = 0, 1, 
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where, according to (1.16), @f(l) is given by 
O,#(l)=I-J IP; ‘(z;, - I)_‘( w;” : if;“>. 
Assume that (&(r),J(l)) is a solution of (DI). Theorem 5.2 shows that 
59~ f?(A, Jv) and [7S, 7S]ecd,NJY) = Ip&,# = IP. Hence 
p = [7go, 7~ol&M, Jv) 9 
which gives that 
and 
It follows that 7.!To($ = 0 and hence, that 
(5.6) 41)&@11 -w 
This shows that r maps 9X, into ?(A, Jv). Moreover, we have that 
which proves that r is an isometry. It follows from Theorem 5.4 and Theorem 
5.1 that the Nevanlinna pair (&(l),Jy(I)) can be written as (1.17) for some 
Nevanlinna pair (d(I), B(I)). It remains to show that (1.18) holds. From the 
equalities (5.3), (5.4) and (5.6) we get that 
and from the equalities (5.3) and (5.5) we get that 
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This implies that 
(5.7) @P(I) :GP(I))J g F 
( > 
(Z-f)-‘=o, 
2 
which shows (1.18). 
Conversely, assume that the Nevanlinna pair (A(f),Jy(1)) is given by (1.17) 
for a Nevanlinna pair (J(l), B(1)) and that (1.18) holds. Then on account of 
(1.18) we see that (5.7) is valid, and it follows from (5.3), (5.4) and (5.7) that 
r”+/V@#) = ryK,&~t(W: 0). 
This equality and Theorem 5.1, applied to O,(I), imply that r&,,~ygt E 
I(&, J) and hence, 
r&/V&#) :, 
0 
= %,Jy@lU)U: 0) :, 
0 
= ~&/#lU) E Q(& Jy), 
0 
r&Y, _#0(0 1 
0 
0 
= r,,/&r(Z)(Z: 0) z 
0 
= OE ?(A, J). 
So r maps %J? into @(A,&) and hence it follows from Theorem 5.2(i) that 
(&(I),J(/)) satisfies (1.4). Theorem 5.1 shows that [r$,, r.~F,]st~,~)~ [Pi, and 
Theorem 5.2(ii) shows that [r.?F, s~Q~,~~ = IP,,,. This yields 
u*~“&,JV u= [r@V ~~~lp(“&/vJv) = [r90, ~~ole(&/v) 
and hence P,,,I UPU*= P. By Theorem 1.1, F’,,, and, by assumption, IP 
are solutions of the Lyapunov equation (1.13), and, since a(Z)C C\ R, they 
have equal diagonal elements. It follows that the inequality is in fact an equali- 
ty, i.e., Pd.Ac.Jy= P, which completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. W 
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